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This stunning debut collection of ten short stories by Sarah Rose Etter was the winning manuscript in the
2010 Caketrain Chapbook Competition, as judged by Deb Olin Unferth.

“Tongue Party is astonishing and unexpected and one of the finest books you will read this year. Etter’s
stories are beautiful and wildly imaginative and at times disturbing in dark, elegant ways. The women in her
stories are strong and they are desperate, often in positions where they have to sacrifice far too much of
themselves. And yet, through Sarah Rose’s masterful writing, they become brave and defiant and like the
stories themselves, absolutely unforgettable.” —Roxane Gay, author of Ayiti

“Tongue Party is fiction for we who are hungry, for those among us who ache, who crave, who have
appetites that cannot be sated, who have holes in their hearts that will not easily be healed. In each of these
short tales, Sarah Rose Etter reminds us that it is not just what we are afraid to lose that will come to define
us, but also the strange methods by which we cover over that loss, once it has come to pass. With fiercest
compassion, a sharp wit, and unflinching prose, Etter delivers not only what it is that we are wanting but also
the ways by which we need, by which we are always, all of us, needing.” —Matt Bell, author of How They
Were Found

“I love Etter’s world of universal desires that drive each story into unexpected places, to koala tides and
tongue parties. It’s a world bursting with the need to be both someone and no one, where characters are kept
close but viewed from behind things, such as glass and chicken masks. Each word, each moment surprises.
It’s a wondrous thing.” —Randall Brown, author of Mad to Live

“There are stories that show you the way things are, and ones that show you the way things might be, and
then there are stories that tear you apart and build different things from the pieces. You might be happy with
some of them, but I assure you, you won’t like them all. Sarah Rose Etter isn’t a writer; she’s a witch, and
this is a house and storm of spells.” —Ben Loory, author of Stories for Nighttime and Some for the Day

“Each small story is like sliding in skates over an ice pond—overhead beauty, victorious shouts, still soul,
gigantic bravery.” —Deb Olin Unferth, author of Revolution
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From reader reviews:

Allison Phelps:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information today can get by anyone on everywhere.
The information can be a expertise or any news even restricted. What people must be consider when those
information which is inside former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously which one would
work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable resource then
you get it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will not
happen inside you if you take Tongue Party as your daily resource information.

Dale Moore:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your limited time to read it because all this time you only find e-book that need
more time to be read. Tongue Party can be your answer because it can be read by an individual who have
those short time problems.

Calvin Cline:

On this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you
should do is just spending your time not much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. On the list of
books in the top list in your reading list is definitely Tongue Party. This book that is qualified as The Hungry
Mountains can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking right up and review this guide you
can get many advantages.

Willie Thacker:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is prepared or printed or illustrated from each source this filled update of news. In
this particular modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social
just like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add
your knowledge by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
looking for the Tongue Party when you needed it?
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